CP14/2017: Consultation on Timeline for Coordination Parameters Decisions
Introduction
The Commission is responsible for the declaration of coordination parameters at Dublin Airport for
each summer and winter season. The decision-making process includes extensive engagement with
the Dublin Airport Coordination Committee and the generation of evidence (for example simulation
modelling).
This consultation document proposes a timeline for this engagement. It is based on the IATA deadline
for confirmation of the coordination parameters (Day X). Given that Day X for the Winter 2018 season
is 10 May, the table below sets out this timetable applied to the Winter 18 season as an example. We
propose this timetable will stand for all future seasons.
Ahead of future decisions on coordination parameters, the Commission intends to update and validate
the airfield model, developed ahead of the Summer 2018 declaration, in order to assess the proposed
capacity declaration.1 This exercise benefits from a forecast schedule which is informed by airline plans.
Proposed Timeline
Final Decision
Submissions due on draft decision
Draft Decision
Advice from Coordination Committee due
Circulate forecast schedule final assessment
Submissions due on draft assessment
Circulate forecast schedule draft assessment
Confirmation of schedule/wishlist to be assessed
Airlines to submit wishlists to ACL
Validation of model in conjunction with stakeholders

Day X (per IATA Calendar)
Day X -2 weeks
Day X -4 weeks
Day X-5 weeks
Day X-6 weeks
Day X-7 weeks
Day X-8 weeks
Day X-9 weeks
Day X-12 weeks
Started by day X-15 weeks

W18
10 May
26 April
12 April
5 April
29 March
22 March
15 March
8 March
15 February
Mid Jan

How to respond
Please respond with any suggested amendments to this timeline, together with the reason for the
suggested amendments and any relevant supporting evidence, by 10 January 2018 to
info@aviationreg.ie.2
Respondents are asked to consider the timeline in full when making any suggested amendments, given
that a decision is required by Day X. Therefore, if you are suggesting more time or a later date for any
element of the timeline, you should also suggest where time should be sacrificed elsewhere.

1

Validation may not be required ahead of each decision.

Respondents should be aware that we are subject to the provisions of the Freedom of Information
legislation. Ordinarily we place all submissions received on our website. We may include the
information contained in submissions in reports and elsewhere as required. If a submission contains
confidential material, it should be clearly marked as confidential and a redacted version suitable for
publication should also be provided.
2

We do not ordinarily edit submissions. Any party making a submission has sole responsibility for its
contents and indemnifies us in relation to any loss or damage of whatever nature and howsoever
arising suffered by us as a result of publishing or disseminating the information contained within the
submission.
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